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Background: Mucinous ovarian carcinomas (MOCs) are rare ovarian tumours accounting for 3% of 
all epithelial ovarian carcinomas (EOCs). They are either expansile or infiltrative, based on the tumour’s 
histological pattern of invasion. MOCs have a distinct molecular profile, natural history, chemo-sensitivity, 
and prognosis compared to other EOCs. The aim of this study was to describe patient and tumour 
characteristics, as well as survival outcomes of expansile and infiltrative primary MOCs. 
Methods: This was a retrospective cohort study conducted at a tertiary cancer centre. Patients had 
surgery for primary MOC between Jul 1, 2010 and Oct 28, 2022. All patients discussed at the Oxford 
multidisciplinary team (MDT) meeting with a diagnosis of MOC were included. We excluded patients with 
mucinous metastatic carcinoma (MMC), dual histological diagnoses, those who died before treatment was 
initiated, and patients with incomplete records.
Results: A total of 47 patients were identified and 14 were excluded. Out of the remaining 33 MOCs, 23 
(70.6%) were expansile and 10 (30.4%) were infiltrative. The median follow-up was 37 months (95% CI: 
14.1–69.8). Patients with infiltrative tumours were older than those with expansile tumours (median age 62 
vs. 55 years, P=0.049). Infiltrative tumours were diagnosed at a more advanced International Federation of 
Gynaecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) stage compared to expansile tumours: FIGO stage II/III 50% vs. 8.2% 
(P=0.002). We found paired-box gene 8 (PAX8) more frequently expressed in expansile tumours (75% vs. 
37.5%, P=0.099). Adjuvant treatment was administered in 50% of patients with infiltrative disease, compared 
to only 13% of those with expansile disease (P=0.036). 80% of patients who have relapsed had received 
adjuvant chemotherapy, compared to 17.2% of patients without relapse (P=0.012). At 3 years, there was a 
statistically significant difference in progression-free survival (PFS) (94.7% vs. 65.6%, P=0.02) between the 
expansile and infiltrative groups, but no difference in overall survival (OS) (88.8% vs. 90%, P=0.875).
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Introduction

Mucinous ovarian carcinomas (MOCs) are rare ovarian 
tumours accounting for approx. 3% of all epithelial ovarian 
carcinomas (EOCs) (1). They have a distinct molecular profile, 
natural history, chemo-sensitivity, and prognosis in comparison 
to high-grade serous carcinoma (HGSC) and other EOCs (2).

MOC is the most common histological subtype of EOC 
in women under the age of 40 years (3) and appears to be 
correlated with tobacco smoking (4) but not with known 
risk-factors for HGSC such as breast cancer gene (BRCA) 
mutation, early menarche, late menopause, nulliparity, lack 
of breastfeeding (2). 

Primary MOC is diagnosed at stage 1 in over 80% of cases 
and early-stage MOC has an excellent prognosis, with more 
than 90% 5-year overall survival (OS) (5). Mucinous metastatic 
carcinomas (MMCs) account for approx. 80% of all mucinous 
ovarian tumours (2) and, in contrast with primary MOCs, 
have a dismal prognosis with median OS of 11–31 months, 
depending on the origin of the primary tumour (6). 

Primary MOCs have a distinct genetic and molecular 
profile from other EOCs (7,8). While TP53 mutations 
are invariably seen in HGCS (9), they are frequent but 
not ubiquitous in primary MOCs (8). HGSCs lack KRAS 
mutations and harbour high levels of copy number alterations. 
MOCs frequently harbour KRAS mutations and fewer gene 
copy number changes (8). This, as well as the different risk 
factor profile of the two tumours, suggest that MOC has a 
different etiology from other epithelial ovarian tumours.

The diagnosis of an invasive mucinous carcinoma requires 
the detection of stromal invasion of more than 5 mm or 
more than 10 mm2. Invasion less than these measurements is 
classified as “micro-invasion” within a borderline mucinous 
tumour (2). Primary MOCs usually show a continuum 
of architectural features including benign, borderline, 
and malignant areas. This heterogeneous aspect indicates 
a stepwise progression to carcinoma. This histogenesis 
may be similar to that of primary peritoneal mucinous 
cystadenocarcinomas (10).

Lee and Scully (11) divided the type of stromal invasion 
in primary MOC into expansile (non-destructive) and 
infiltrative (destructive), classification which was adopted by 
the World Health Organisation (WHO) in 2014 (12). The 
expansile subtype has no destructive stromal invasion but 
exhibits confluent and architecturally complex malignant 
glands with round, convex outer outlines. These glands 
have a “back-to-back” appearance due to absent or minimal 
intervening stroma, which does not surround individual 
glands entirely. The infiltrative subtype is defined by 
destructive stromal invasion. Typical features are glands 
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with irregular contours, often associated with stromal 
dysplasia, non-gland forming tumour in solid sheets, small 
cell clusters, or individual cells, unsystematically infiltrating 
the stroma (13,14). Figure 1 illustrates histology findings in 
expansile and infiltrative primary MOC.

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) has been used in 
distinguishing between primary MOCs and MMCs, as 
well as in the identification of potential primary sources 
of an MMC. Unfortunately, IHC does not provide any 
definitive answers as typically IHC staining is exhibited by 
multiple tumour types (15). There is no single antibody that 
can identify the primary source of a tumour with absolute 
certainty, therefore a panel of various antibodies is usually 
employed to aid differential diagnosis (16). 

There is limited evidence in the literature describing 
IHC differences between expansile and infiltrative tumours. 
Hada et al. [2021] found CK 5/6 (P=0.01), CD 24 (P=0.02), 
and epithelial growth factor receptor (EGFR) (P<0.01) 
statistically related to infiltrative invasion. The progression-
free survival (PFS) (P=0.04) and OS (P=0.02) of EGFR-
positive primary MOC were worse than those of EGFR-
negative MOC (17).

Division of primary MOC into expansile and infiltrative 
subtypes allows a better understanding of tumour biology, 

appropriate therapeutic regimens, and prognosis (13).
Given the rarity of this tumour, few studies to date have 

compared clinicopathological particularities and outcomes 
of these two histological types. Our paper adds to the 
limited existing evidence on this topic.

The aim of this study was to describe patient and tumour 
characteristics, as well as survival outcomes of expansile and 
infiltrative primary MOCs. We specifically looked at patient 
age at diagnosis, tumour size and laterality, IHC markers, 
International Federation of Gynaecology and Obstetrics 
(FIGO) stage at diagnosis, PFS and OS. We present 
this article in accordance with the STROBE reporting 
checklist (available at https://tcr.amegroups.com/article/
view/10.21037/tcr-23-863/rc).

Methods

This was a descriptive, retrospective cohort study 
conducted at a tertiary cancer centre (Churchill Hospital, 
Oxford). Patients had surgery for primary MOC at one 
of our four regional hospitals (Churchill Hospital, Stoke 
Mandeville Hospital, Royal Berkshire Hospital, Great 
Western Hospital) between Jul 1, 2010 and Oct 28, 2022. 
Their care was discussed at the Gynaecology Oncology 
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Figure 1 Histology findings. MOC with expansile (A) and infiltrative (B,C) pattern of invasion; (B,C) small foci of infiltrative carcinoma 
with small irregular glands and single cells (arrows). (A) Ovarian mucinous adenocarcinoma (HE, ×20). The tumour shows an expansile 
pattern of invasion, with closely packed glands with little intervening stroma, but no infiltrative invasion. The glands show cytological 
atypia and frequent mitoses. (B) Ovarian mucinous adenocarcinoma (HE, ×20). Most of the tumour shows an expansile pattern of invasion, 
but there are small foci of infiltrative carcinoma, with small irregular glands and single cells (see arrows). (C) MOC (HE, ×20). Most of the 
tumour shows an expansile pattern of invasion, but there are small foci of infiltrative carcinoma (see arrow), with small irregular glands and 
single cells invading altered desmoplastic stroma. MOC, mucinous ovarian carcinoma.

https://tcr.amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/tcr-23-863/rc
https://tcr.amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/tcr-23-863/rc
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multidisciplinary team meeting (MDT) at the Churchill 
Hospital. All participating hospitals were informed and 
agreed the study. All histology results were reviewed at 
the tertiary centre. Patient information was obtained 
from electronic patient records. This service evaluation 
protocol was registered in accordance with the Oxford 
University Hospitals Trust requirements (registration 
number 7049). The study was conducted in accordance 
with the Declaration of Helsinki (as revised in 2013). The 
data collected were anonymised.  Informed consent was 
taken from all patients to allow data collection and analysis 
for research purposes. No remuneration was offered to the 
patients enrolled in this study.

Inclusion criteria

Consecutive patients with a diagnosis of MOC, discussed at the 
Oxford MDT between Jul 2010 and Oct 2022 were included. 

Exclusion criteria

We excluded patients who were found to have MMC, 
patients with a dual histological diagnosis, patients who died 
before treatment could be initiated, patients where follow-
up information could not be obtained.

Data collection

For each patient, the following variables were collected: 
age, FIGO stage at diagnosis, histological pattern of 
invasion (expansile vs. infiltrative), laterality (unilateral vs. 
bilateral tumours), tumour size, IHC, surgical procedure 
performed, R0 status, adjuvant treatment, recurrence, 
date of death, cause of death. Tumours were staged using 
the FIGO 2014 ovarian tumour staging system (18). The 
following information was obtained from histopathology 
reports: type of invasion, tumour size, laterality, IHC. 
The following IHC markers have been employed: CK20, 
CK7, CK8/18, CEA, CA125, CA19.9, paired-box gene 
8 (PAX8), P16, CD-X2. IHC markers were considered 
“positive” where “patchy”, “focal”, “diffuse” or “strong” 
positivity were described in the IHC report.  The WHO 
2014 histological classification of ovarian tumours (12) was 
used for all tumors. For cases where surgery was performed 
prior to 2014, the stage of disease and histological type were 
classified retrospectively based on surgical and pathological 
assessment. Patients were followed up every 3 months for 
the first 2 years and then every 6 months up to 5 years after 

end of treatment. Patients who had adjuvant chemotherapy 
had alternate appointments with the Gynaecology Oncology 
and Medical Oncology teams. Recurrence was documented 
by histological evidence of disease in tumour biopsy or and/
or the appearance of new lesions on imaging examination.

Our outcome variables were: patient age, tumour size and 
laterality, FIGO stage at diagnosis, IHC markers, type of 
surgery, adjuvant treatment, PFS, and OS. PFS was defined 
as the time from cytoreductive surgery to the date of 
recurrence. OS was defined as the time from cytoreductive 
surgery to the date of death, or to the last follow-up date, if 
still alive. Any-cause OS was reported.

Statistical analysis

Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics were 
summarised by continuous and categorical variables. 
Categorical variables were compared with the Chi-square 
test. When the assumptions required for Chi-square test 
were not met, Fisher’s exact test was employed. Differences 
between continuous variables were analysed with the 
Independent Student’s t-test. Ordinal variables were analysed 
using the Kruskall-Wallis non-parametric test. A value 
of P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. Median 
follow-up time was calculated using the reversed Kaplan-
Meier method. Patient survival was calculated in univariable 
analysis by the log-rank test and in multivariable analysis by 
logistic regression (Cox model). Hazard ratios (HR) were 
reported with their 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs). 
Survival curves were constructed using the Kaplan-Meier 
method. SPSS v29.0 was used for statistical analysis. 

Results

A total of 47 patients were identified. Fourteen of them 
were excluded: eight patients were found to have MMC, 
four patients were lost to follow-up, one patient had 
exploratory surgery but did not meet the criteria for upfront 
debulking surgery (UDS) and died before neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy (NACT) was started. Finally, we excluded 
one patient who was found to have a dual histological 
diagnosis of anaplastic carcinoma and primary MOC. This 
aggressive tumour has been described by our team in a case 
report (19).

Thirty-three patients with primary MOC and complete 
records were identified. Twenty-three (70.6%) had an 
expansile pattern of invasion, while 10 (30.4%) had an 
infiltrative pattern of invasion. 
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Table 1 Patients and tumour characteristics

Variables
Expansile vs. infiltrative groups No relapse vs. relapse groups

Expansile Infiltrative P value No relapse Relapse P value

Patients, n (%) 23 (69.7) 10 (30.3) 29 (87.9) 4 (12.1)

Age, years, median [range] 55 [17–76] 62 [42–79] 0.049* 58 [17–79] 54 [48–68] 0.404*

FIGO stage, n (%) 0.002** <0.001**

Stage I 22 (95.7) 5 (50.0) 27 (93.2) 0

Stage II 1 (4.3) 3 (30.0) 1 (3.4) 3 (75.0)

Stage III 0 2 (20.0) 1 (3.4) 1 (25.0)

Laterality 0.212***

Unilateral 22 (95.7) 8 (80.0) 28 (96.6) 2 (50.0)

Bilateral 1 (4.3) 2 (20.0) 1 (3.4) 2 (50.0) 0.033***

Tumour size, cm, mean [range] 19 [10–36] 16 [4.5–28] 0.137* 18.1 [4.5–36] 16.2 [6–28] 0.303*

Histology type, n (%)

Expansile 22 (75.9) 1 (25.0)

Infiltrative 7 (24.1) 3 (75.0) 0.073***

*, independent t-test; **, Kruskal-Wallis test; ***, Fisher exact test. FIGO, International Federation of Gynaecology and Obstetrics.

Patient and tumour characteristics

In Table 1 ,  we have compared patient and tumour 
characteristics in the expansile vs. infiltrative and no relapse 
vs. relapse groups.

We found that patients with infiltrative tumours were older 
than those with expansile tumours, with a median age of 62 vs. 
55 years (P=0.049). Infiltrative tumours were diagnosed at a 
more advanced FIGO stage compared to expansile tumours: 
4.3% were FIGO stage II and III in the expansile group 
compared to 50% in the infiltrative group (P=0.002). 

Patients who relapsed had a higher FIGO stage at 
diagnosis (P<0.001). Relapse was more likely to occur when 
tumours were infiltrative (75.0% in the relapse vs. 24.1% 
in the no relapse group, P=0.073) or bilateral ( 50% in the 
relapse vs. 3.4% in the no relapse group, P=0.033).

IHC

We found PAX8 more frequently expressed in tumours with 
expansile pattern of invasion, although this association was 
not statistically-significant (75% vs. 37.5%, P=0.099).

We did not identify any statistically significant difference 
between IHC results of patients with expansile vs. 
infiltrative disease and those with vs. without relapse and 
without relapse (Table 2).

We had some incomplete IHC data as not all IHC 
markers were employed for each patient. The total numbers 
of patients in which each IHC marker was tested are 
highlighted in Table 2.

Treatment

None of our patients had NACT. All 33 patients had UDS 
and R0 was achieved in all cases. Seven (21%) patients 
had fertility-sparing surgery (FSS), consisting of unilateral 
salpingo-oophorectomy and infracolic omentectomy. 
Omentectomy was not performed in 1/7 FSS patients who 
presented with a ruptured cyst and underwent unilateral 
salpingo-oophorectomy in an emergency setting. This was 
a FIGO IC expansile tumour and the MDT supported the 
patient’s wish to not undergo further surgery prior to fertility 
treatment. All FSS cases were expansile tumours. Out of 
these seven patients, one was FIGO stage IA, six were FIGO 
stage IC. Two of seven patients had adjuvant chemotherapy. 
None of the patients who had FSS experienced relapse. In 
keeping with the BGCS recommendations, pelvic and para-
aortic lymphadenectomy was not routinely performed. 
One of our patients had pelvic and para-aortic lymph node 
dissection, while three other patients had removal of enlarged 
lymph nodes. All the lymph node samples were negative.
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Adjuvant treatment (carboplatin/paclitaxel regime) was 
administered to 50% of patients with infiltrative disease, 
compared to only 13% of those with expansile disease 
(P=0.036). A proportion of 75% of patients who have 
relapsed had received adjuvant chemotherapy, compared to 
17.2% of patients without relapse (P=0.036). This data is 
summarised in Table 3.

Survival

The median follow-up was 37 months (95% CI: 14.1–69.8), 
calculated using the reversed Kaplan-Meier method.

Survival outcomes are reported through Kaplan-Meier 
curves. At 3 years, there was a statistically significant difference 
in PFS (94.7% vs. 65.6%, P=0.02 log-rank) between the 
expansile and infiltrative groups (Figure 2A), but no difference 
in any-cause OS (88.8% vs. 90%, P=0.875 log-rank)  
(Figure 2B). The OS results cannot be interpreted due to the 
very small number of patients. In our retrospective cohort of 
33 patients, three patients died (9%). Two deaths were a result 
of relapse: one patient had expansile MOC, FIGO stage IIA, 
the other one had infiltrative MOC, FIGO stage IIIA2. A 
third patient, with an expansile tumour FIGO stage IC, died 
of an unrelated cause, having had a CT chest, abdomen pelvis 
performed before death which excluded relapse.

Univariable Cox proportional hazards analysis of PFS 
and OS showed that FIGO stage and recurrence were 
prognostic factors for OS, while laterality was prognostic 
factor for PFS. These results are summarised in Table 4. 

Some of the HRs cannot be interpreted given the small 
sample size. Multivariable analysis did not identify any 
statistically significant association. 

Discussion

We found that patients with infiltrative tumours were older, 
more likely to present with an advanced FIGO stage and 
more likely to have bilateral tumours. A possible association 
was identified between PAX8 IHC marker and expansile 
tumours, although this was not statistically significant. All 
our patients had primary surgery and R0 was achieved. 
Adjuvant treatment was more likely to be administered to 
patients who relapsed. Our study identified a statistically 
significant difference in PFS between the expansile and 
infiltrative groups.

Patient and tumour characteristics

Patients with infiltrative MOC were older than those 
with expansile MOC (mean age 62 vs. 55 years, P=0.047). 
Khunamornpong et al., in their retrospective analysis of  
46 patients, reported similar findings, although their cohort 
of patients was younger overall: mean age of 53 years in the 
infiltrative group vs. 42 years in the expansile group (20).

Patients with infiltrative MOC were more likely to 
present with an advanced FIGO stage (FIGO II/III) at 
diagnosis (50% vs. 4.2%, P<0.001) and an advanced FIGO 
stage at diagnosis correlated with relapse (100% vs. 6.8%, 

Table 2 Immunohistochemistry results: expansile vs. infiltrative and no relapse vs. relapse groups

IHC markers
Expansile vs. infiltrative groups No relapse vs. relapse groups

Expansile Infiltrative P* No relapse Relapse P*

CK20 17/21 (81%) 9/9 (100%) 0.287 22/26 (84.6%) 4/4 (100%) 1.0

CK7 22/22 (100%) 9/9 (100%) NA 27/27 (100%) 4/4 (100%) NA

CK8/18 7/7 (100%) 4/4 (100%) NA 9/9 (100%) 2/2 (100%) NA

CEA 15/15 (100%) 6/7 (85.7%) 0.318 18/19 (94.7%) 3/3 (100%) 1.0

CA125 5/13 (38.5%) 4/7 (57.1%) 0.642 7/17 (41.2%) 2/3 (66.7%) 0.566

CA19.9 8/10 (80%) 5/5 (100%) 0.524 10/12 (83.3%) 3/3 (100%) 1.0

PAX8 12/16 (75%) 3/8 (37.5%) 0.099 14/21 (66.7%) 1/3 (33.3%) 0.533

P16 3/8 (37.5%) 2/5 (40%) 1.0 4/11 (36.4%) 1/2 (50%) 1.0

CD-X2 16/20 (80%) 7/9 (77.8%) 1.0 19/25 (76%) 4/4 (100%) 0.553

*, Fisher exact test. IHC, immunohistochemistry; CK, cytokeratin; CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen; CA, cancer antigen; PAX8, paired-box 
gene 8.
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Table 3 Treatment in expansile vs. infiltrative and no relapse vs. relapse groups

Treatment
Expansile vs. infiltrative groups No relapse vs. relapse groups

Expansile (n=23) Infiltrative (n=10) P No relapse (n=29) Relapse (n=4) P

NACT 0 0 0 0

Surgery, n (%)

Hysterectomy 0.143* >0.99*

Yes 15 (65.2) 8 (80.0) 20 (69.0) 3 (75.0)

No 7 (30.4) 0 7 (24.1) 0 

Prev. hysterectomy 1 (4.3) 2 (20.0) 2 (6.9) 1 (25.0)

BSO/USO 0.073* 0.555*

BSO 16 (69.6) 10 (100.0) 22 (75.9) 4 (100.0)

USO 7 (30.4) 0 7 (24.1) 0

Appendicectomy 0.245* >0.99*

Yes 11 (47.8) 2 (20.0) 12 (41.4) 1 (25.0)

No 12 (52.2) 8 (80.0) 17 (58.6) 3 (75.0)

Omentectomy 0.675** 0.717**

Yes 20 (87.0) 9 (90.0) 25 (86.2) 4 (100.0)

No 1 (4.3) 0 1 (3.5) 0

Biopsy 2 (8.7) 1 (10.0) 3 (10.3) 0

Visceral/parietal peritonectomy 0.085* 0.231*

Yes 0 2 (20.0) 1 (3.4) 1 (25.0)

No 23 (100.0) 8 (80.0) 28 (96.6) 3 (75.0)

FSS 0.073* 0.555*

Yes 7 (30.4) 0 7 (24.1) 0

No 16 (69.6) 10 (100.0) 22 (75.9) 4 (100.0)

LN dissection 0.121*

Yes 0 1 (10.0) 0.303* 0 1 (25.0)

No 23 (100.0) 9 (90.0) 29 (100.0) 3 (75.0)

Removal of enlarged LN >0.99* >0.99*

Yes 2 (8.7) 1 (10.0) 3 (10.3) 0

No 21 (91.3) 9 (90.0) 26 (89.7) 4 (100.0)

Adjuvant treatment 0.036* 0.036*

Yes 3 (13.0) 5 (50.0) 5 (17.2) 3 (75.0)

No 20 (87.0) 5 (50.0) 24 (82.8) 1 (25.0)

*, Fisher exact test; **, ANOVA test. NACT, neoadjuvant chemotherapy; BSO, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy; USO, unilateral salpingo-
oophorectomy; FSS, fertility-sparing surgery; LN, pelvic/para-aortic lymph nodes.
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P<0.001). This is in keeping with Muyldermans et al. (13).
Bilateral tumours were more likely to be infiltrative (20% 

vs. 4.3%, P=0.212) and more likely to relapse (50% vs. 3.4%, 
P=0.033). Huin et al. [2022] also reported a higher incidence of 
bilateral tumours in the infiltrative group (20% vs. 12%) (21).

We identified a possible association between the PAX8 
IHC marker and the expansile pattern of invasion, although 
this was not statistically significant (P=0.099). This association 
has not been described before. We suggest two possible 
explanations. As PAX8 is typically used as a marker favouring 
a tumour origin in the genital tract, it may be that some 
of the PAX8 negative tumours in our study are metastases 
where the primary source could not be identified, rather than 
primary infiltrative MOCs. If these tumours are true primary 
MOCs, both the loss of PAX8 expression and the acquisition 
of an infiltrative pattern of invasion may be features of a 

tumour that is moving along the pathway from normal gene 
expression and behaviour to a more aggressive malignancy. 
Our numbers are too small to draw any conclusions, but this 
association warrants further investigation.

Treatment

All 33 patients had primary surgery and R0 was achieved in 
all cases. The standard surgical treatment of ovarian cancer 
FIGO stages I and II is total abdominal hysterectomy via 
a midline laparotomy, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy, 
infracolic omentectomy, assessment of the appendix +/− 
appendicectomy, peritoneal cytology. In advanced EOC, 
UDS is offered when complete surgery with no macroscopic 
visible disease appears feasible, considering both the spread 
of disease and the general condition (22-29). Older age 
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Figure 2 PFS (A) and OS (B) in expansive vs. infiltrative primary MOC. PFS, progression-free survival; OS, overall survival; MOC, 
mucinous ovarian carcinoma.

Table 4 Univariable analysis (Cox regression)

Variables
OS PFS

HR (95% CI) P value HR (95% CI) P value

Histology 1.21 (0.11–13.38) 0.87 8.38 (0.86–80.83) 0.06

Age 1.03 (0.95–1.26) 0.39 1.009 (0.95–1.07) 0.76

Size 1.09 (0.95–1.26) 0.19 0.96 (0.82–1.13) 0.67

Laterality 0.38 (0.11–1.29) 0.12 0.26 (0.10–0.72) 0.009

FIGO 11.31 (1.31–97.45) 0.02 11,442.5 (0.0–4.437E+21) 0.65

Adjuvant treatment 0.80 (0.24–2.66) 0.71 0.31 (0.10–0.98) 0.046

Recurrence 16.78 (1.51–186.47) 0.02 – –

OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; HR, hazards ratio; CI, confidence interval; FIGO, International Federation of 
Gynaecology and Obstetrics.
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should not deter clinicians from offering radical surgery if 
pre-operative cardiopulmonary exercise testing (CPET) 
assessment is employed for patient selection (30).

Seven patients had FSS. This management is safe in 
patients with expansile tumours FIGO stage IA or IC, 
where fertility is a priority (23,25). None of the patients 
who underwent FSS experienced relapse or died.

Adjuvant treatment was more commonly administered 
to patients with infiltrative tumours (50% vs. 14%, 
P=0.036), reflecting the more advanced stage at diagnosis 
in the infiltrative group. 75% of patients who relapsed 
had received adjuvant treatment, compared to 17% of 
those who did not relapse (P=0.036). Similar findings were 
reported by Hada et al. (17). In their retrospective study 
of 49 patients with primary MOC, cases with infiltrative 
invasion were more frequently treated with adjuvant 
chemotherapy (P=0.02) more often recurred (P<0.01) than 
those with expansile invasion. Administration of adjuvant 
chemotherapy to patients with advanced MOC, therefore, 
does not seem to reduce their risk of relapse.

MOCs are known to be chemo-resistant to the 
Carboplatin-Paclitaxel regime. Alexandre et al. [2010] reviewed 
data from four randomized clinical trials (31), including a 
total of 786 patients with HGSC and 54 (5%) with primary 
MOC. His study found that, compared with HGSC, primary 
MOC was associated with lower response rate to Carboplatin-
Paclitaxel based chemotherapy and shorter PFS and OS. 
For patients with FIGO stage IIB–IV, respective median 
PFS and OS were 11.4 months (95% CI: 8.3–14.5) and  
21.6 months (95% CI: 11.7–31.6) for primary MOC patients 
versus 17.5 months (95% CI: 16.2–18.8, P=0.002) and  
47.2 months (95% CI: 42.6–51.9, P<0.0001) for HGSC.

While there is an urgent need to develop new treatment 
options for this subtype of EOC, the rarity of this tumour 
has unfortunately been an obstacle in investigating 
alternative therapies. The mEOC/GOG 0241 randomised 
trial (32) set out to compare carboplatin/paclitaxel with 
oxaliplatin/capecitabine +/− bevacizumab for primary MOC 
FIGO stage II–IV, or recurrence after stage I disease. The 
trial stopped early due to slow accrual. 

The Bouquet trial (NCT04931342, WO42178, GOG-
3051, ENGOT-GYN2) is a phase II, multicentre study 
evaluating biomarker-driven therapies for patients with 
persistent or recurrent rare EOTs, including primary 
MOCs. This trial is currently running in 14 countries 
including the UK and is recruiting patients who are 
platinum-resistant and not amenable to curative surgery.

Two prospective randomised control trials (33,34) 

showed that, in selected patients with FIGO stage IIIC/
IV ovarian cancer, NACT followed by interval debulking 
surgery is non-inferior to UDS. However, most patients 
enrolled in these two trials had HGSC. Less than 3% of 
patients had MOC in both the EORTC trial (19/670) and 
the CHORUS trial (6/474). 

In the absence of an effective NACT or adjuvant 
chemotherapy option, maximal cytoreductive effort is of 
crucial importance in the management of primary MOCs.

Survival

At 3 years, PFS was 94.7% in the expansile group vs. 65.6% 
in the infiltrative group (P=0.02 log-rank). Huin et al. [2022] 
reported similar results in their study which included 35 
expansile and 59 infiltrative primary MOCs (disease-free 
survival at 5 years was 90% for expansile tumours and 60% 
for infiltrative) (21).

Limitations

Main limitations of this study are the small number of 
patients in our cohort and the retrospective study design, with 
potential selection and information bias. Some of our IHC 
data was missing as not all 9 IHC markers in the panel were 
used for all patients. The HRs need to be interpreted with 
caution because of the wide confidence intervals secondary 
to the small sample size. OS data cannot be interpreted given 
there were only two disease-related deaths in our cohort, 
one in the expansile and one in the infiltrative group. The 
relatively short follow-up period (37 months median follow-
up) limited our ability to evaluate long-term survival. 

Conclusions

Our study adds to the limited existing evidence in the 
literature comparing characteristics and outcomes of 
expansile and infiltrative subtypes of primary MOC 
(17,20,21). Infiltrative tumours seem to present at a later 
age and are more likely to involve both ovaries. Patients 
with infiltrative tumours present with a more advanced 
FIGO stage and have a significantly worse PFS at 3 years,  
compared to those with expansile tumours (94.7% vs. 65.6%). 
In our study, patients who received adjuvant chemotherapy 
(carboplatin/paclitaxel) were more likely to relapse. 
Novel, biomarker-driven therapies are currently being 
investigated for rare ovarian tumours and may represent a 
better treatment option in the future. In the absence of a 
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good NACT or adjuvant treatment option, surgery with 
maximal cytoreductive effort remains of critical importance 
in the management of primary MOCs. We found a possible 
association between PAX8 and the expansile MOC subtype 
which may warrant further investigation.
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